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The most important at a glance

distance

11.9 km

altitude meters uphill
?

789 m

altitude meters downhill
?

789 m

total walking time

5:41 h

highest point
?

1769 m

difficulty
?

easy

state:

Geschlossen

fitness: * * * * *  ?????

technique: * * * * *  ?????

public transport:

Matrei i. O. Mittelschule
parking:

Matrei in Osttirol Kirchplatz
starting point: Ortszentrum Matrei
destination point: Ortszentrum Matrei
best season: MAY, JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT
route typ: circuit family tour

hut/alpine hut

Jagateestubn 1.742m closed
Berggasthaus Kuenzer Alm 1.760m open

altitude profile
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Current
weather
conditions

7°C/45°F
°C
to the forecast

Beschreibung

Starting from the centre of Matrei in Osttirol, take the Grabenweg directly along the stream Bretterwandbach. Between the
mighty walls, follow the path, cross the curling rink and continue straight ahead towards the chapel Bach Kirchl. At the bridge,
stay to the right and take the path Mühlweg to the chapel Klaunz Kirchl. According to legend, the chapel Klaunz Kirchl was
visited by women who wanted to have children. The hike leads past Klaunz Dörfl and the mountain farms of the Innerklaunzer
(short asphalt passage). Here you can experience the everyday life of the mountain farmers up close, breathe in the scent of
hay or fresh wood and listen to the sound of cow bells.

In the so-called turn "Tax Reide" turn left onto the forest path, hike past the St. Veit Stöckl, to the parking place
"Eden-Happeck". Via the hiking tour Goldriedriese you reach the huts Jagatee Stub'n and Kuenzer Alm. After a stop for
refreshments, descend via the so-called Außerklaunzerberg. From the mountain farm "Kölln", the old trail leads to the farm
Timmeltalerhof and also back to the centre of Matrei in Osttirol.
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